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ABSTRACT 
We present the results of a new global radiation transport code coupled to 
a general relatiyistic magneto-hydrodvnamic simulation of an accreting, non-
rotating black hole. For the first time, we are able to explain from first principles 
in a self-consistent way the X-ray spectra observed from stellar-mass black holes, 
including a thermal peak, Compton reflection hump, . power-law tail, and broad 
iron line. Varying only the mass accretion rate , we are able to reproduce the 
low/hard, steep power-law, and thermal-dominant states seen in most galactic 
black hole sources. The temperature in the corona is Te ~ 10 keV in a boundary 
layer near the disk and rises smoothly to Te ;::: 100 keV in low-density regions far 
above the disk. Even as the disk's reflection edge varies from the horizon out to 
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"" 6M as the accretion rate decreases, we find that t he shape of the Fe Ka line is 
remarkably constant. This is because photons emitted from the plunging region 
are strongly beamed into the horizon and ·never reach the observer. We have also 
carried out a basic timing analysis of the spectra and find that the fractional 
Hlriability increases with photon energy and viewer inclination angle, consistent 
with the coronal hot spot model for X-ray fluctuations. 
Subject headings: black hole physics - accretion disks - X-rays: binaries 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the initial disCO\'ery of the magneto-rotational instability (MRI) by Balbus & 
Hawley (1991) over two decades ago , tremendous progress has been made in simulating 
astrophysical accretion disks. Large-scale magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) simulations have 
steadily improved their resolution and physical accuracy, leading to greater understanding of 
the fundamental physics of accretion. Yet despite all this success, we are not much closer to 
reproducing X-ray observations of accreting black holes than we were after the original papers 
on the structure of their surrounding disks (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973; Novikov & Thorne 
1973). From basic conservation lav.'s and a guessed boundary condition, it is relatively easy 
to explain the thermal spectrum seen in some black holes with a multi-color disk model 
(l\Iitsuda et al. 1984). However, it was realized very earl~' on that a great deal of the power 
of stellar-mass black holes and active galactic nuclei (AGN) is in the form of high-energy 
X-rays well above the thermal peak (Oda et al. 1971; Elvis et al. 1978). 
Although it is now widely accepted that this hard flux comes from the inverse Compton 
scattering of seed photons from the disk through a hot corona (Liang &; Price 1978; Haardt 
& Uaraschi 1993), we still know little or nothing about the origin or detailed properties 
of this corona. Almost all previous work has been largely phenomenological and guided 
by energy conservation, using parameterized models to divide the total dissipation between 
the disk and corona in an attempt to best fit the data (Svensson & Zdziarski 1994; Done & 
Kubota 2006). Numerous papers have shown for galactic black holes and AGN that the hard 
spectrum requires the coronal heating to be spatially localized and inhomogeneous (Haardt 
et al. 1994; Stern et al. 1995; Zdziarski.et al. 1996; Poutanen et al. 1997), but there are many 
y'ays in which this can happen. 
Global MHD simulations are ideal for understanding the dynamics of the corona from 
first principles, but until now we have lacked the tools necessary for closing the loop and 
comparing the results of the simulations directly with the observations they are meant to 
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explain. In this paper we attempt to bridge the gap between theory and obseryation b~ 
applying the radiative transfer code Pandurata (Schnittman & Krolik 2012) as a "post-
processor" to simulation data generated by the general relativistic l\lHD code Harm3d (Noble 
et al. 2009). In this way, we are able to explain from first principles the origin of the hard 
X-ray flux in a self-consistent way. 
Whereas analytic disk models rely on dimensional analysis to describe the scaling of 
shear stress with pressure, direct calculation of t he nonlinear development of the l\lRI allows 
us to compute quantitatively the rate of angular momentum transfer through the actual 
magnetic stresses. Thus, we can dispense with the greatest uncertainties of the traditional 
accretion model: the dependence of stress on local physical conditions; the spatial distribu-
tion of dissipation; and the inner boundary condition, which can now be mo\"ed inside the 
h'Jrizon, and thus made physically irrelevant. Local energy dissipation can be easily moni-
tored with the flux-conservative code Harm3d, which contains an heuristic cooling function 
designed to generate thin disks (Noble et al. 2009). While Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) relied 
on steady-state, azimuthally- and vertically-averaged quantit ies, the MHD simulations pro-
vide dynamic, three-dimensional information about the fluid density, 4-velocity, magnetic 
pressure, gas pressure, and cooling at every point throughout the computational domain. 
The first step on the path from simulation to observation is to convert the code variables 
to physical units by specif~'ing the black hole mass and accretion rate. We can then distin-
guish between the optically thick disk body and the optically thin corona. At this point, 
we make an assumption similar to one made by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) and Novikov & 
Thorne (1973), that energy dissipated in the disk is emitted as thermal radiation from the 
disk surface. After demonstrating that other potentially relevant emission mechanisms (e.g. , 
thermal bremsstrahlung, synchrotron) are negligible; we balance local energy dissipation and 
inverse Compton up-scattering of disk seed photons in order to find the equilibrium electron 
temperature and radiation intensity as functions of position throughout the corona. 
As described in a companion paper (Schnittman & Krolik 2012), Pandurata is a fully 
relati\"istic Monte Carlo radiation transport code that integrates photon trajectories from 
the disk surface, accounts for scattering through the hot corona, and transports them to 
their ultimate destination; either a distant observer or the black hole horizon. Although 
Pandurata includes polarization effects in all its scattering calculations, the results in this 
paper focus on spectral features alone. For stellar-mass black holes and Eddington-scaled 
luminosities m = L/ LEdd "" 0.01 - 1.0, we find the simulated X-ray continuum spectra 
comprise a thermal peak around 1 keY, a Compton reflection hump from 30- 100 keY, and 
a power-law tail extending up to :2: 1 l\le V. By varying the mass accret ion rate, '.ve can 
reproduce the three main accretion states described in Remillard & l\lcClintock (2006): 
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hard, thermal, and steep power law. Although the results in this paper are based entirely 
on a single simulation, whose structure most closely matches the classical predictions for a 
disk with m "" 0.1- 0.3, there is qualitative agreement with observations spanning the entire 
range of m = 0.01 - LO. 
V\'e have also included a simple model for fluorescent line production and can reproduce 
the Fe Ka features seen in man)" galactic black holes and AGN. We find effective widths 
oi "" 200 - 350 eV, consistent with observations (I\Iiller et aL 2004, 2006a; Walton et aL 
2012). For very low accretion rates, the vertically-integrated optical depth falls below unity 
in the inner regions, so the disk is effectively truncated around r "" 4 - 6M. Interestingly, 
the iron line profile appears independent of the location of the reflection edge, as long as it 
is inside the inner-most stable circular orbit (ISCO). Lastly, we include some rudimentary 
variability analysis, finding results consistent with a large body of observations: the low-hard 
state is more variable than the disk-dominated state, and in all states the fractional RI\IS 
amplitude increases with photon energy (Remillard & I\1cClintock 2006). On short time 
scales, the amplitude of fluctuations increases with observer inclination angle, consistent 
with the coronal hot spot model of X-ray variability. 
2. SIMULATION DATA 
2.1. Description of Harm3d 
The data we analyze for this paper are drawn from the highest resolution simulation 
reported in Noble et al. (2010) and Noble et aL (2011), designated "ThinHR" in those papers. 
Harm3d, the code used to generate the data, is an intrinsically conservative 3D MHD code in 
fdl general relativity; this particular simulation was computed in a Schwarzschild spacetime. 
Because it uses a coordinate system based on Kerr-Schild, Harm3d is able to place the inner 
boundary of the computation volume inside the black hole's event horizon, thus ob\iating the 
need for any guessed inner boundary conditions. The stress-energy conservation equation 
is modified to include a local cooling function; that is, we write 'V vT~ = -£ul" ' where 
T~ is the stress-energy tensor, ul" is the specific 4-momentum, and £ is non-zero only for 
gravitationally-bound gas, and only when the local temperature is greater than a target 
temperature T •. When the temperature exceeds that threshold , the excess heat is radiated 
away on an orbital timescale. The target temperature T. is chosen so as to keep the disk's 
aspect ratio H/r close to a single pre-set value at all radii. In dimensionless code units, 
T. == (1f/2)(Rz/r)(H/rJ2, where Rz describes the correction to the vertical gravity due to 
relath'istic effects (Noble et al. 2010). For ThinHR simulation. the target scale height was 
H/r = 0.06. 
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We took special pains to ensure the numerical quality of these simulations. Every 20M 
in time (we set G = c = L so time has units of (M/M0 )· 4.9 x 10- 6 s, and distance has units 
of (M / M0 ) . 1.5 x 105 cm), we measured the number of cells across the fastest growing MRl 
wavelength in both the vertical and t he azimuthal directions (Az and A¢). The minimum 
number to achieve the correct linear growth rate for vertical modes is 6 cells per Az (Sano 
et al. 2004); to describe nonlinear behavior, at least 20 cells per A¢ and at least 10 per Az 
are necessary (Hawle:v et a!. 2011). The mass- and time-weighted valUe<> in ThinHR were 
25 (vertical) and 18 (azimuthal). As discussed in Hawley et al. (2011), by this and seyeral 
other measures, ThinHR is the best-resolved global accretion simulation in the literature. By 
examining the time-dependent hydrodynamic and radiative properties of the fluid at seyeral 
fiducial radii, Noble et al. (2010) determined that the final5000M of the ThinHR simulation 
met the relevant criteria for inflow equilibrium in the inner disk. We therefore restrict our 
analysis of the simulation data to that period throughout this paper. 
In studying simulations intended to represent statistically steady accretion, it is impor-
tar.t to recognize that when there is onlv a finite amount of mass on the grid, some of it 
must moye out in order to absorb the angular momentum removed from accreted material. 
Consequently, the radial range over which the disk can be said to be in inflow equilibrium 
is limited. For the simulations under consideration here, that range was typically r ;S 20M. 
In Noble et al. (2011), the disk beyond this radius was simply replaced with a standard 
relativistic Novikov-Thorne (N" T) thin disk (Novikov & Thorne 1973). That paper focused 
exclusively on thermal radiation, so a thin disk was an appropriate extrapolation of the 
simulation data beyond 20M. Here, we are primarily interested in the coronal properties of 
t he accretion flow, for which there are no simple analytic solutions. Therefore, we include 
the entire body of simulation data out to ~ 60M, beyond which the surface density of the 
gas begins to decrease rapidly, and the accretion geometry no longer resembles a disk, but 
rather a torus. Despite the fact that the disk is not strictly in inflow equilibrium outside of 
~ 20M, the dissipation profile still roughly follows that expected for a classical disk. This 
can be seen in Figure 1, where we plot the radial shell-integrated dissipation profile for the 
Harm3d data, along with that given by N-T for the same accretion rate . . Unlike Noble et 
al . (2011) , here we make no attempt to normalize the dissipation profile by the radial mass 
3l!cretion rate, which explains the somewhat larger deviation of Harm3d from N-T outside 
~ 10M shovm in this figure than in Figure 2 of Noble et al. (2011). 
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Fig. 1.- Luminosity profile dL/d(logr), integrated over () and ¢, and averaging over time. 
The solid curve is the Harm3d data, and the dashed curve is the Novikov-Thorne prediction. 
For both cases, the Eddington-normalized accretion rate is m = 0.1. 
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2.2. Conversion from Code to Physical Units 
j 
When comparing the Harm3d predictions with real physical systems, the first step is 
always to convert the fluid \"luiables from dimensionless code units to physical cgs units_ 
This conversion requires specifying the black hole mass M, which sets the natural length 
and time scales, and the accretion rate iI, which determines the scale for the gas density, 
cooling rate, and magnetic pressure. One technique for enacting this conversion is described 
in the appendix of Noble et al. (2011), where the actual rav-tracing calculation is done in 
dimensionless units, and only the final observed spectrum is converted to physical units. 
That approach works best for opticallJ- thin systems where a single emission mechanism is 
used throughout the accret ion flow and the photons do not interact with the matter. 
In this work, however, we are interested in very different radiation processes in the disk 
and the corona. Therefore, before we even begin the ray-tracing calculation, a photosphere 
must be defined to distinguish between the cooL dense disk ana the relatively hot, diffuse 
corona. Since the location of this photosphere is a function of the gas density, it will be 
different for different values of the accretion rate. Following Schnittman et aL (2006) and 
Noble et al. (2009), the physical density is given by 
41fc2 m/'fJ 
PeW' = Pecx1e GM -M· , 
K code 
(1) 
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where K, = 0.4 cm2 jg is the electron scattering opacity, and rh is the Eddington-scaled 
accretion rate assuming a radiative efficienc~ 1) = 0.06. For ThinHR, the mean accretion 
rate in code units was Moode = 3 X 10- 4 . Regardless of the exact value for 1) used in the 
conversion from code units to cgs, the rav-tracing procedure itself results in an independent 
value for the radiative efficiency, which is listed in Table 1. 
Table 1: For a range of mass accretion rates: the bolometric radiative efficiency 1), the tim&-
a\·eraged fraction of total luminosity in the corona, the radius of the reflection edge Rr.fl, 
the disk-corona transition radius Rt"n" and the height Hphot of the scattering photosphere. 
The dependence of 1) on rh is in part an artifact of our model, as explained in the text. Note 
also that emission outside R = 60M, ignored here, adds an additional 0.012 to the radiath·e 
efficienc~. 
m 1) Leor/ Loot Rrefl /M R.,.,a.ru;/ M Hphot/r 
0.01 0.056 0.40 6.1 8.8 0.11 
0.03 0.052 0.29 4.4 7.4 0.19 
0.1 0.051 0.19 2.1 6.4 0.31 
0.3 0.048 0.13 2.0 5.7 0.43 
1.0 0.042 0.09 2.0 5.1 0.55 
Once the physical density is specified, the location of the photosphere at each point in the 
disk at any particular time is calculated by integrating the optical depth dr = K, p( r, e, c/»r de 
at constant (r, ¢) from the poles at e = 0, IT down towards the disk. The photosphere is 
then defined as the surface where the integrated optical depth reaches unit~. For the top 
and bottom of the disk, the photosphere surfaces can be written as elop(r, ¢) and ebot(r, ¢) 
as in Schnittman & Krolik (2012): 
(2) 
Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the gas density in the (r, z = r cos IJ; ¢ = 0) plane for 
fiducial values of the black hole mass M = lOM0 and accretion rate rh = 0.1. The solid 
contour lines show surfaces of constant optical depth. Note that while the density-weighted 
scale height of the disk H /r is only "" 0.06, the photosphere is located at several scale 
heights above the midplane, with Hphot/r ~ 0.3 for this choice of accretion rate. This is to 
be expected; in stratified shearing box simulations with careful treatment of thermodynamics 
and radiation transfer, the scattering photosphere often lies 3-4 scale heights from the plane 
(Hirose et al. 2009a). 
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For m = 0.1, the total optical depth of the disk ranges from order unity in the plunging 
region up to T "" 100 - 200 in the disk body at r > 10M . Where the total optical depth is 
less than 2, we say that there is no disk, only corona (i.e., no solution exists for eqn. 2). We 
denote the radius of this transition by Rrefi; in the language of Krolik & Hawley (2002), this 
is the radius of the "reflection edge." 
Fig. 2,- Fluid density profile for a slice of Harm3d data in the (r, z) plane at simulation 
time t = 12500M. Contours show surfaces of constant optical depth with T = 0.01,0.1,1.0. 
Fiducial values for the black hole mass M = 101\.10 and accretion rate m != 0.1 were used. 
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Just as the gas density must be converted from code units to physical units, so do 
the magnetic field and local cooling rate. With dimensional analysis, determining these 
conversion factors is trivial. In cgs units, the magnetic energy density is given by U B = 
B2 ! (8rr), so the conversion factor is simply 
B~8 2 Pew; 
-Z- = c --. 
B eode Pcode 
(3) 
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The local cooling rate L has units of energy density per time, so its conversion factor is given 
by 
Ley;; = r? Pcy;; trode = ~ Pey;; 
Leede P code tcy;; G M Peode 
(4) 
Fig. 3.- Magnetic energy density profile for a slice of Harm3d data in the (r , z ) plane 
corresponding to t he same conditions as in Figure 2. 
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In Figures 3 and 4 we show the magnetic energy density and local cooling function, 
respectivel~·. The Harm3d data correspond to the same time and the same slice in the (r, z) 
plane as shown in Figure 2, for M = lOMe;) and m = 0.1. Comparing the gas density and 
magnetic pressure, we see that both are concentrated in the disk, but the magnetic scale 
height is significantly greater than the gas scale height. Tills contrast naturally leads to a 
corona that is dominated by magnetic pressure, as seen in most shearing box and global 
l\IHD simulations. From equation (1), we see that the physical density scales inversely 
with black hole mass, but the physical length scale is proportional to M, so the location 
lO -
Fig. 4.- Local cooling rate for a slice of Harm3d data in the (r, z) plane corresponding to 
the same conditions as in Figure 2. Bleck regions contribute zero emission. 
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of the photosphere-and thus the relative fraction of power from the disk and corona- is 
independent of M. 
The cooling profile appears to closely follow the magnetic field, consistent with earlier 
models that use magnetic stress as a proxy for heat dissipation (Beckwith et al. 2008), as 
well as stratified shearing box simulations in which the actual dissipation rate is computed 
(Hirose et al. 2006). As described above, Harm3d uses a local cooling function £ to keep 
the disk relatively thin. This cooling can also be thought of as the local dissipation of heat , 
so we will often identify £ as the emissivity of the gas. Because at any given time some 
of the fluid elements are actually below their target temperatures, the contours of £ show 
numerous isolated patches with no emission (black in Fig. 4). In fact, the vast majority 
of the coronal emission comes from a relatively small volume of space. Figure 5 shows the 
cumulath'e fraction of the coronal volume responsible for the cumulative fraction of the 
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coronal luminosity: 50% of the corona volume generates only 1% of the luminosity, while 
10% of the corona generates 90% of the luminosity, consistent with many earlier models that 
assume a highly inhomogeneous heating profile in the corona (Haardt et al. 1994; Stern et 
ai. 1995; Zdziarski et al. 1996; Poutanen et al. 1997). 
Fig. 5.- Fraction of the coronal volume that generates a given fraction of the total coronal 
luminosity, for m = 0.1. 10% of the corona is responsible for 90% of the emissh·ity. 
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As can be seen from Figure 4, for m = 0.1, the. majority of the total emission comes from 
witpjn the disk body, with a sizable contribution from the corona in the innermost regions. 
Outside a t ransition radius Rt,ans "'" 6M, the shell-integrated luminosity is dominated by 
the disk, while inside of this radius the corona dominates. By increasing m for the same 
simulation, the density scale increases [see eqn. (1)], encompassing a greater fraction of the 
total luminosity within the optically thick disk. Com'ersely, for small values of m, the disk 
shrinks and the corona becomes more dominant. Table 1 shows how the relative contributions 
of the disk and corona change with m, as well as the locations of R,efl and Rtran,' The corona 
dominates throughout the plunging region for all sub-Eddington values of m. This can also 
be seen in Figure 6, where we have plotted the fraction of total dissipation (angle- and 
time-averaged) occurring in the corona at each radius for a range of m. This fraction can 
be directly compared to the f parameter used in the coupled disk-corona model of Done 
& Kubota (2006), where the total dissipation at each radius is divided between disk and 
corona. Thus it should come as no surprise that our resulting spectra (see below in Sec. 4) 
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are qualitatively similar to those that they predicted for comparable values of f. 
Fig. 6.- Fraction of total dissipation in the corona as a function of radius, for a range of 
accretion rates m. 
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With increasing m, the photosphere height naturally increases, making the disk more 
like a bowl or im'erted cone. This shape increases the probability of scattering off the disk 
surface (possibly losing energy in the process) and being captured by the black hole. Thus, 
the radiative efficiency decreases steadily with larger m. This effect may be interpreted 
aE the beginning of "super-Eddington photon trapping", but likely underestimates the true 
efficiency because our disk model forces H ex r, rather than the more physically realistic 
H ::: canst. Note that even the thinnest disks modeled here have lower 1/ than quoted in 
Noble et al. (2011) because we ignore any emission outside 60M. For standard N-T disks, 
the emission beyond this radius adds an additional 81/ = 0.012. 
2.3. Global Radiation Field 
Given the density, internal energy, and an equation of state, it is possible to derive a gas 
temperature directly from the simulation data. However, because Harm3d does not include 
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an, ' radiation pressure in its equation of state, this inferred temperature would not be yery 
Irleaningful. Inside the optically thick disk the actual gas temperature would be lower in 
proportion to the degree of radiation pressure support. In the corona, this method would 
at best yield an ion temperature rather than an electron temperature, and thus would be 
more or less irrelevant for radiation processes (see the discussion at the end of Sec. 3 to a 
more detailed analysis of this issue). Therefore, the electron temperature must be derived 
from other simulation data through physical reasoning more directly tied to their heating 
and cooling. 
Inside the disk (i.e., between the two electron scattering photospheres), we assume all 
the emitted radiation is able to therrnalize, and all the heat generated ,,<[thin the disk is 
radiated from the same (r, ¢) where it is made. These two assumptions allow us to define 
an effective temperature at each point on the disk surface: 
(5) 
where IT is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and the factor of 1/2 is due to the fact that half 
the radiation is emitted from the top and half from the bottom of the disk 
In the regions of the disk where most of the flux is generated, electron scattering opacity 
is always much greater than the opacity due to other processes such as free-free absorption 
(Shakura & Sunyaey 1973). We therefore assume the mean intensity in the fluid frame at 
the photosphere has the spectrum of a diluted black-body: 
(6) 
where Bv(T) is the Planckian black-body function, and the hardening parameter /hard is 
taken to be 1.8 (Shimura & Takahara 1995). As described in Schnittman & Krolik (2012), 
the disk intensity also has an angular dependence (limb-darkening) and polarization (Chan-
drasekhar 1960). 
In the corona, the picture is not so simple. Unlike in the disk, in the corona the radiation 
is not expected to be thermalized. We have considered the contributions from a number of 
different radiation mechanisms, including bremsstrahlung, cyclo/synchrotron, and inverse 
Compton (IC) , but, at least for the stellar-mass black holes of interest here, we find the 
coronal power is completely dominated by in"erse Compton. 
Bremsstrahlung and synchrotron emission are hoth fundamentally local processes, and 
depend only on the local electron density, temperature, and magnetic field. Since the density, 
magnetic field, and net emissivity are given by the Harm3d data, to solve for the temperature 
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we could simply invert the following equation at each point in the corona if they were the 
oaly cooling agents: 
(7) 
where Pbrem and Psynch are the local bremsstrahlung and synchrotron power density (in 
ergl sl cm3 ), respectively. But this approach is incomplete because the corresponding ab-
sorptive opacity 
(8) 
can also be important. Here au and ju are the absorption and emission coefficients re-
spectively for either bremsstrahlung or synchrotron. For typical coronal conditions of Te ~ 
10- 1000 keY, ne ~ 1016_1018 cm-3 , and B ~ 106-107 G, we find t hat free-free emission 
and absorption are both negligible, while synchrotron emission can actually contribute a 
significant fraction of the total cooling function. However, the typical cyclotron frequency 
for these parameters lies in the infrared, where self-absorption is strong. Since the corona is 
optically thick to synchrotron radiation , it does not end up contributing significantly to t he 
total cooling: every photon that is emitted is almost instantly re-absorbed. We are thus left 
with IC as the dominant emission process in the corona. 
Unlike bremsstrahlung or synchrotron, IC is a fundamentally non-local process because 
it requires a population of seed photons to be up-scattered by the hot elect rons. :Moreover, 
the IC seeds can come from distant parts of the accretion disk. Local treatments are therefore 
insufficient. 
For a mono-energetic population of elect rons with isotropic velocity v, the IC power is 
(Rybicki & Lightman 2004) 
(9) 
Here aT is the Thomson cross section, f3 = vic, "'I = (1 _ IP) - 1(2, n, is the electron densit~-, 
and Uph is t he energy density of the local photon distribution. This local photon density 
is not known a priori from the simulation data, so it must be solved for using radiation 
transport. Because the corona has an optical depth of order unity (i.e., neither optically 
thin nor opt ically thick approximations can be used) and its geometry is complex, we use 
l';]onte Carlo ray-tracing including scattering to model the transport in a global manner 
(Schnittman & Krolik 2012). 
With the assumption that the photon diffusion time is short compared to the time 
required for any dynamical or thermal changes, t he problem can be thought of as a boundary 
value problem: given the B-field, density, fluid 4-yelocity, and cooling rate at every point in 
the corona, along with the thermal seed photon distribution at the photosphere surface, we 
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need to soh'e for the electron temperature Te(r, e, ¢) and photon energy density Uph(r, e, ¢) 
at e\'ery point in the corona. To do so, we employ an iterative technique as follows: 
• Initially estimate the local value of the radiation density in terms of the thermal con-
tribution at the surface of the disk: Uph(r, e, ¢) = C(TT~'k(r, rj». 
• Solve equation (9) with PIC = £ to get ,(1', e, ¢» throughout the corona. Derive the 
electron temperature at each point from the relation Te = ~ m,,-;; (, - 1). 
• Carry out a complete Monte Carlo ray-tracing calculation with Pandurata, using ther-
mal seed photons from the disk photosphere propagating through the corona via Comp-
ton scattering. 
• For each volume element in the corona, determine the total amount of IC power gen-
erated in that zone by comparing the ingoing and outgoing energy of every photon 
packet that scatters within that zone. 
• Compare the coronal power from Pandurata with t he cooling function £(1', e, ¢) given 
by Harm3d. \\'here the coronal power from the ray-tracing calculation exceeds the 
cooling rate in the simulation, the initial guess for Uph was too Im\', giving a Te that is 
too high, and vice versa. 
• Re\'ise the coronal temperature estimates up or down accordingly, and repeat the full 
ray-tracing 'calculation, getting a new 3D map of the cooling function, which is again 
compared with the target values from the simulation data. 
• Repeat until the global solution for Teo Uph , and £ is self-consistent throughout the 
corona. 
Because the Monte Carlo technique is inherently noisy, the Pandurata calculation and 
the Harm3d target cooling rate for any individual fluid element are unlikely to agree very welL 
We typicallv use ~ 107- 8 photon packets for a single snapshot, while the simulation vo!ume 
contains roughly 106 cells. Consequently, for the majority of the corona volume, where 
r < 0.1, a given cell might see an average of only one photon packet. It should therefore not 
be surprising that point-to-point Poisson fluctuations are quite large. Furthermore, as can 
be seen in Figure 4, even the target cooling function is highly non-uniform, characterized by 
large-amplitude fluctuations on a small spatial scale. 
For this reason, before comparing the results of the ray-tracing calculation with the 
target Harm3d emissivity, ,,'e apply a smoothing kernel to both data sets to remove t he 
fluctuations described above. This smoothing is not only numerically helpful, but is also 
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strongly motivated from a physical point of view. For any radiation transport problem in a 
roughly steadv state, the photon energy and momentum density cannot change significantly 
over length scales much shorter than the mean free path. Thus, when testing for convergence 
of Uph , it is eminently reasonable to smooth the cooling function C Oyer the characteristic 
scattering length. 
In fact , by smoothing over an even greater volume, we can significantl~' improve the 
efficiency of our iterative solver. For example, if the smoothing length is comparable to the 
coronal scale height, then instead of trying to sample C in 106 fluid elements, we are effectively 
only probing 10-100, and thus can use many fewer photon packe.ts. After converging at low 
resolution, we repeat the calculation with more photons and a shorter smoothing length until 
Pandurata and Harm3d agree to high accuracy everywhere. 
One way to see this agreement at a quantitative level is to compare the radial distribution 
of coronal emission dL/d(logr) as derh'ed from the two codes for a single snapshot, shown in 
Figure 7. After only 3 levels of iteration, we are clearly able to resolve coronal hot spots as 
small as !1r/r ~ 0.2. By plotting dL/d(cos ()), we see that the yertical profile of the corona 
is also well-matched (see Fig. 8). 
3. CORONAL TEMPERATURE 
The global solution for the electron temperature is shown in Figure 9. The temperature 
within each vertical slice of the disk body is constant , and of the order 0.2- 1 keY for these 
parameters. The corona is, of course, much hotter, with Te ranging from ~ 10-100 keY for T 
between 0.01 and 1. By comparing Figures 2 and 4, we see that at high latitudes, the electron 
densit)· falls off faster with increasing altitude from the disk than the dissipation , leading to 
higher coronal temperatures as more power must be released by a smaller quantity of gas. 
The temperature map also shows large fluctuations over small sj"latial scales, yet not quite as 
large as those seen in C. This is because the regions of high dissipation are correlated with 
regions of high density, which has the effect of smoothing out the temperature gradients (see 
eqn. (9)). 
By changing the m used in equations (1) and (4), we can investigate the coronal proper-
ties of different accretion states. Since C, n" and Uph all scale linearly with m, from equation 
(9) one can see that the term "(2{32 should scale like m-l. At low electron temperatures we 
have 
(10) 
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Fig. 7.- Instantaneous luminosity profile dL / d(log r), integrated over (J alJd r/J, CQIl! ider-
ing only coronal emission. The black curve is the Harm3d d.ata. IIlld th red Curve i~ th 
Pandurata ray-traced reconstruction. The luminosity is O.l£Edd. The }'fonte Carlo data 
used ~ 5 x 107 photon packets for this snapshot. 
--Harm3d 
---Pandurata 
while in the relativistic regime, 
10 
riM 
.. /f32 '" ')2 '" ~ (kBTe)2 , 
4 m,c2 
(11) 
recovering t!J.e well-known scaling of Ie power with temperature (Rybicki & Lightman 2004). 
At low coronal temperatures, T, ~ 171- 1, while at high temperatures, T, ~ m-1/ 2 , indepen-
dwt of the black hole mass. 
This simple scaling of temperature with accretion rate is somewhat complicated by the 
fact that at different accretion rates, the relative fraction of power from the corona and 
from the disk also changes (see Table 1), but we do see a clear qualitative trend that is 
consistent with decades of obseryations: low-luminosity states are characterized by hard X-
rEy flux from a hot corona, while high-luminosity states lead to a much cooler corona and 
softer spectrum. In Figure 10 we plot the time-averaged coronal tempera·ture as a function 
of radius for a range of different accretion rates. In the top panel the mean temperature is 
18 -
Fig. 8.- Coronal luminosity profile as in Fig. 7, but for dL/d(cos()) . 
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c&.lculated by integrating over () and ¢ and weighting by the local cooling rate C, while in the 
bottom panel the temperature is weighted by the electron density ne. The C-weighting is 
more closely related to the emergent spectrum and naturally probes the upper corona, while 
the ne-weighting speaks to conditions in the majority of the coronal mass and is sensitive to 
the conditions near the disk. In either case, the trend with m is clear, and we also see that 
in the bu.lk of the corona, especially outside the !SCO, the temperature changes \'ery little 
v:ith radius. 
The time-averaged radial and vertical temperature profiles of the corona can be seen in 
greater detail in Figure 11 for m = 0.1. At six different values of r, we plot the temperature 
as a function of optical depth through the corona, where T = 0 corresponds to the z-axis, 
and T = 1 the disk surface. Between T = 1 and T = 0.1, where most of the scattering 
eyents occur, and roughly 50% of the coronal cooling takes place, the temperature is always 
betv!een 3 and 20 keY. This is a relath'ely low temperature for a disk corona, resembling 
more a warm atmosphere than a hot corona. Only in the upper corona, where the density 
and optical depth are least, does the temperature surpass 100 keY. Yet, because it accounts 
for the other 50% of the coronal cooling, eyen this small amount of hot gas is sufficient to 
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Fig. 9.- Electron temperature in the corona for a converged solution of the global radiation 
field , for the same snapshot as in Figure 2. Within the disk photosphere, aU the radiation is 
thermalized, and we assume t he temperature is uniform for constant (r, ,p). 
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contribute a hard power-law tail to the X-ray continuum. 
Another interesting feature seen in Figure 11 is the turn-over in temperature for r ;S 
lO- a As can be seen from the temperature map in Figure 9, this region is very close to the 
ft:nnelfjet region, where significant outflows are expected. Since Harm3d cools only bound 
matter, £. is set to zero for much of this region, leading to a decreased average temperature. 
This is, of course, an artifact of the simulation. Because the black hole in this simulation 
does not rotate, the jet power is very small and this artifact should be unimportant; when 
the black hole rotates and the jet power is greater , the dissipation rate in the jet could be 
significant. At the same time, the large relativistic bulk motion of gas in t his region can still 
lead to interesting Comptonization effects, as will be described below in Section 6. 
Finally, we comment on the relationship between our calculated electron temperature 
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Fig. 10.- Mean coronal l mpeHl.ture a. A function of radius, weighted by local cooling rate 
£- (top) and elect ron density ll .. (bot.tom). for a range of luminosities. 
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Fig. 11.- Uean coronal temperature as a function of optical depth at a range of radii, for 
L = O.ILEdd. 
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T, and the nominal gas temperature T found in the simulation. In a fully self-consistent 
picture, we would expect T. to be very close to the ion temperature T; because the coronal 
densities are generally high enough to make ion-electron collisional coupling quite rapid: just 
above the photosphere, the electron heating rate due to Coulomb collisions with hotter ions 
IS 
~ In(3/2kT.) ::e 0.14 (H/T) -1 (_T_) - 1 g(Te) (T./T. - 1) M-1. (12) 
dt e 0.06 10M 7 •• . 
where vee have estimated the local electron density b~-::e (r7TH)-I. The function g(Te) is the 
fitting formula derived by Mahadevan (1997); it is ::e 7 for Te ::e 100 keY, increases sharpl.," 
for lower temperatures, and decreases more gradually for higher temperatures. Thus, the 
ion-electron thermal equilibration time should be short compared to the dynamical time 
everywhere in the corona. 
Nonetheless, we find that the ratio Te/T is in general considerably less than unity. For 
example, if rh = 0.1, it ranges from ~ 5 x 10- 3 (very near the photosphere) to ~ 0.2 (in 
the hottest locations at high altitude). For other values of rh, this ratio will scale like T. 
because T is a fixed property of the simulation. However, as we remarked before, the gas 
pressure in the simulation should be interpreted as a proxy for a combination of genuine 
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gas pressure and radiation pressure. In this same example, the ratio of radiation pressure 
to nominal gas pressure in t he corona varies from ~ 2-5 (in much of the coronal volume, 
especially near the photosphere) to ~ 20-30 (at higher altitudes and near the polar axis). 
This ratio \'aries only weakly with m because the nominal gas pressure is exactly ex: m: while 
the general scale, but not necessarily specific local ,-alues, of the radiation pressure is likewise 
ex: m. Thus, the majority of the nominal gas pressure should be regarded as actually due to 
radiation pressure, consistent with our expectation that 7i = T. and the small ratio of T./T. 
t.loreover, this result suggests that a calculation in which radiation forces are included would 
result in a somewhat more extended corona than the one found in ThinHR. 
4. BROAD-BAND SPECTRA 
Having converged on a self-consistent, global map of the coronal electron temperature, 
there is little left to do but "turn the crank" with Paridurata, ray-tracing as many pho-
ton packets as computationally reasonable. As described in Schnittman & Krolik (2012), 
the photon packets are emitted from the photosphere of the disk with a (diluted) thermal 
spectrum, and subsequently up-scattered via inverse Compton in the corona, eventually ei-
ther getting captured by tbe black hole or reaching an obsen-er at infinity. Those photons 
that escape are binned by their energy and obsen-er coordinates (II, cjJ), making it trivial to 
generate simulated X-ray spectra as a function of viewing angle. Since the Harm3d data is 
frcndamentally dynamic, it is also straight-forward to simulate X-ray light curves and inves-
tigate timing features such as quasi-periodic oscillations and time lags between hard and soft 
bands. An in-depth study of these topics will be the subject of a future paper, but in this 
work, we generally average the spectra over multiple snapshots. 
Specifically, we use ThinHR simulation data from snapshots between 10000M and 
15000M; sampled every 500M in time. Our photon packets cover the range of energy from 
10-3 to 104 keY, with logarithmic spacing and spectral resolution of t.E/ E = 0.016. By 
using multi-energy photon packets, we are able to resolve the thermal continuum with high 
accuracy and efficiency. However, the Monte Carlo IC scattering kernel still introduces a sig-
nificant amount of numerical noise at high energies (Schnittman & Krolik 2012). This noise 
can be reduced by increasing the number of rays t raced , but in practice seems to converge 
only slowly. 
Figure 12 shows the observed spectra from ThinHR for a range of m, integrated over 
all viev:ing angles. The dominant features include a broad thermal peak around 1- 3 keY, a 
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power-law tail, and a Compton reflection hump abO\'e 10 keV1 There is no evidence for a 
cutoff up to at least 1000 keY, but the Monte Carlo statistics are very poor at those high 
energies. Also visible is a broadened iron line feature around 5- 7 keY, which will be discusSed 
in greater detail in the following section. 
Fig. 12.- Broad-band X-ra~' spectra for M = lOAf0 and a range of luminosities, integrated 
O\'er all inclination angles. In each case, the spectrum includes a broad thermal peak around 
1-3 keY, a power-law tail and Compton reflection hump above 10 keY, and a broad iron line 
at 5-7 keY. 
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The most important result to be seen in Figure 12 is that, for the first time, we have 
been able to use the genuine physics of global MHD simulations to reproduce the X-ray spectra 
observed in a wide variety of black hole binary states. Moreover, we are able to do so even 
while retaining an optically thick thermal disk extending to small radii. In Table 2 we give a 
summary of the spectra plotted in Figure 12, using the classifications defined by Remillard 
& McClintock (2006). We estimate the disk fraction fb between 2-20 keV by fitting the 
1 Because we do not ret -include photoionization losses other than Fe K-shell ionization, reflection at 
energies below 7 ke V is not suppressed. At the temperatures characteristic of the inner regions of accretion 
disks around stellar-mass black holes, this should be a reaSonable approximation, although it fails for AGN. 
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thermal peak with a diluted black-body spectrum from a standard N-T disk. Note that fb 
is (particularly for small m) smaller than 1 - Leo< / Ltot shown in Table 1 because it is the 
fraction only v.'ithin the 2-20 keY band, and much of the disk power is radiated at [ower 
energies. The power-law index r (where the number flux of photons per unit energy E is 
N(E) ex E - r) is measured between 10 and 100 keY. V,nile we do not claim to completely fit 
the spectra with only a thermal p~ and a single power-law taiL fb and r are still valuable 
parameters for spectral classification. 
Table 2: Broad-band spectral properties for a range of mass accretion rates m. The disk has 
a peak temperature Td;sk and contributes a fraction fb to the total flux in the 2- 20 keY band. 
Tile power-law index r is measured between 10 and 100 keY, and the state corresponds to 
the classification of Remillard & McClintock (2006). 
m kTd;sk (ke V) fb r state 
0.01 0.22 0.15 1.6 hard 
0.03 0.29 0.40 2.0 hard/SPL 
0.1 0.39 0.70 2.8 SPL 
0.3 0.51 0.80 3.4 SPL/ thermal 
1.0 0.66 0.90 4.5 thermal 
When scaling the simulations to m = 0.01, we reproduce the low-hard state described 
in Remillard & McClintock (2006) , with r < 2.1 and the 2- 20 keY flux dominated by the 
corona: fb < 0.2. At m = 0.1 and above, the spectra closely resemble observations of the 
steep power-law (SPL) state, with r > 2.4 and a disk contribution of 0.2 < fb < 0.8. At 
the highest luminosities, we are safel.Y in the thermal state, defined by fb > 0.75 and little 
variability (see below, Sec. 7). 
Despite tht' remarkable success of reproducing such a wide range of spectral behavior 
with a single simulation, we should note that these spectra represent just a one-dimensional 
slice through the hardness-luminosity plane that is populated by stellar-mass black holes 
with a wide diversity of behayiors. For example, LMC X-3 alone has been observed with 
m anywhere from < 0.03 up to > 0.5 in the thermal state alone (Steiner et at. 2010). 
Furthermore, with our current techniques, we are not able to reproduce the really pure 
thermal spectra used for inferring spin with the continuum fitting technique (1IcClintock 
et at. 2006). A sampling of the complete range of X-ray states will likely require more 
simulations covering different disk thicknesses, magnetic field topologies, and black hole 
spins. 
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We also note that the thermal disk component in the m = 0.03 case is somewhat 
larger than that traditionally inferred in the low-hard state. However , more recent analyses 
have shown clear evidence for an optically thick thermal disk in the hard state for many 
g9.lactic black holes (J\Iiller et al. 2006a,b; Reis et al. 2010; Hiemstra et al. 2011). In those 
observations, the disk extends in to the ISCO with a relatively cool temperature of ~ 0.2-
0.35 keY, consistent with what we find for m :":: 0.03. Clearly the canonical disk+corona 
geometry for black hole accretion can extend even to the low-hard state, where a substantial 
fraction of thermal disk photons can get efficiently up-scattered to create a hard spectrum. 
The key element in our model that leads to the shift in spectral shape with accretion 
rate is our assumption that the boundary of the corona is defined by the disk's scattering 
photosphere. That assumption is physically reasonable: as shown in our calculation, the 
coronal temperature declines close to the disk surface; in addition, the quickly rising density 
there leads to a much greater importance for cooling processes like bremsstrahlung. Its 
consequence, for fixed H, is that as m increases, a larger &action of the dissipation takes 
place inside the thermal disk and a smaller fract ion in the corona. The disk is masked at 
low accretion rates because the corona, although only marginally thick by assumption, can 
give so much energy to the average photon created thermally in the disk. In Section 8, we 
will discuss how a more realistic disk picture, in which H changes with m, ma~' affect our 
spectral predictions. 
We have also investigated the effect of observer orientation on the shape of the spectrum, 
but in most cases find only weak dependence on inclination. After accounting for projection 
effects, we do see that high-inclination (i.e., edge-on) systems have a smaller thermal peak, 
and somewhat harder spectrum between 1 and 10 keY, consistent with the results found 
in Noble et al. (2011). Above ~ 30 keY, the spectra are virtuallr identical. This is quite 
reasonable considering the results of the pre\ious section, where we showed the coronal tem-
perature increasing significantly with distance above the disk. The highest-energy photons 
are mostly generated in a large, diffuse volume in the upper corona, which subtends roughly 
the same solid angle independent of viewer inclination. The only part of the spectrum that 
seems to be strongly sensitiye to the inclination is the broad iron line, which will be described 
in the follov:ing section. 
In Figure 13 we plot the broad-band spectra for m = 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0, showing the 
relative contributions from different regions of the accretion disk. The spectra are sorted 
by the erriission radius of the seed photon. We see a few clear trends across all accretion 
rates, none of which is very surprising: the spectra grow systematically softer with increasing 
radius, the thermal emission is dominated by flux originating from r / AI > 15, the coronal 
emission is dorriinated by the region 6 < r / M < 15, and the plunging region contributes 
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Fig. 13.- Broad-band spectra decomposed into relative contributions from different radii 
in the disk. From top to bottom, L/ LEdd = 0.01 , 0.1, 1.0. 
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The fact that the plunging region contributes so little to the spectrum does not mean 
that the classical N-T disk is an adequate model for accretion dynamics. As shown in Noble 
et al. (2011) and Kulkarni !'t al. (2011), the radial emissivity profile from MHD simulations 
leads to thermal spectra that are systematically harder than Nm'ikov-Thorne v"ould predict 
for the same spin parameter. In part, this comes from the small amount of dissipation 
from inside the ISCO, but an eyen more important cause is the emission profile immediately 
outside the ISCO, which peaks at a smaller radius than predicted by N ovikov-Thorne, and 
thus the IIIHD thermal spectra look like they come from BHs with somewhat higher spins 
(Noble et al. 2011; Kulkarni et al. 2011). 
One of the major underlying assumptions of this paper is that the disk photosphere is 
placed at the Tphot = 1 surface. 'Ve beJieye this is an eminently reasonable and physically-
moti\'ated assumption, but it is worth im'estigating how much our central results are sensitive 
to it. To this end, we have repeated the entire radiation-temperature iterative solution for 
rho = ~.1. setting Tphot = 0.5 and again with Tphot = 2.0. The results are shown in Figure 14. 
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Fig. 14.- Broa.d-band X-ray spectra for m = OJ , when varying the optical depth of the 
photosphere. V.'hile the total fraction of hard X-ray flux is directl:; proportional to the 
total fraction of dissipation ill Lite corona, the shape or the spectrum appears to be largely 
independent of this parameter. 
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While the total luminosity is of course unchanged, the relative flux in the hard X-ray tail 
necessarily increases with Tphot. However, while the normalization of this hard tail changes, 
the shape appears to be invariant , indicative of an identical temperature profile in the upper 
corona, regardless of the exact location of the photosphere. This follows from the basic 
nature of inverse Compton radiation: equation (9) shows that the electron temperature is 
set by the total radiation density, not the spectrum. So the energy balance in the upper 
corona is completely insensitive to the detailed ra.diative processes taking place in the disk 
and boundary layer. 
5. m.oN EMISSION LINES 
Relativisticall~' broadened Fe Ka lines have been detected in numerous AGN (Tanaka 
et al. 1995; Nandra 2007; Brenneman & Reynolds 2009), galactic black holes (l\liller et 
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at 2004; Reis et al. 2008, 2009), and galactic neutron stars (Cackett et al. 2010). The 
underlying emissivity profile is nearly always inferred (e.g. , Reynolds & Nowak (2003)) by 
fi tting the obsen"ed line profile to a phenomenological model in which the emissi,"ity is zero 
inside the ISCO, rises abruptly to a maximum at the ISCO, and then declines as a pov:er-law 
(wmetimes a broken power-law) toward larger radii. The energy with which fluorescence 
photons arrive at a distant observer depends on the radius from which they are emitted and 
the direction in which they are sent, as well as the character of the spacetime in which they 
travel. It would, of course, be highly desirable both to find functional forms for the Ka 
emissivity that are more closely connected to physical considerations and to be able to use 
observational data to constrain the disk dynamics responsible for generating these lines. 
To do so requires solving problems both of physics and of procedure. Fluorescence line 
production begins with the illumination of gas by X-rays of energy greater than the threshold 
for K-shell ionization; we must determine its intensity as a function of radius. The fraction 
of those photons absorbed by such ionization eyents depends on the total optical depth 
of the gas and the ratio between the absorption opacity and other opacities (predominantly 
Compton scattering). The total optical depth depends on the specifics of angular momentum 
transport within the disk. The absorption opacity (as well as the fluorescence yield and the 
line energy) depend on the ionization state of the Fe atoms, and that in turn depends on 
both the temperature in t he absorbing layer and the ratio between the ionization rate and 
the recombination rate. Although relativistic ray-tracing in vacuum has long been a solved 
problem (Carter 1968; Bardeen et al. 1972), a significant fraction of Ka photons traYersing 
a marginally optically thick corona may also gain or lose energy by Compton scattering. 
A significant procedural problem is posed by the question of how to separate line photons 
from the continuum (Miller 2007)" This is particularly problematic in the case of stellar-
mass black holes, where the thermal peak and the power-law tail intersect right around the 
iron line, making it challenging to determine the precise form of the underlying continuum 
spectrum. 
Our new ray-tracing analysis of the Harm3d simulations directly solyes many of these 
problems. The radial profile of hard X-ray illumination is a direct product of our coronal 
solution. The total optical depth of the disk is automatically computed by the underlying 
general relativistic l\IHD simulation, subject only to scaling with our choice of m. Compton 
scattering en route also follows naturally from our Monte Carlo transfer solution. Even the 
ccntinuum contribution is also an automatic byproduct, greatly improving our abilit~" to 
uniquely fit the shape of the iron line. 
The principal remaining uncertainty is calculation of the ionization state. In this paper 
w~ assume a fixed ionization state, but the data required for a genuine calculation of the 
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ionization state as a function of position are also supplied by the other components of our 
method, so even this last problem can be solYed within our framework, although it ma.v 
involve a certain amount of additional labor. 
As the disk seed photons are scattered through the corona, many eventually return, with 
higher energy, to the disk photosphere. For stellar-mass black holes with disk temperatures of 
~ 1 ke Yo essentially all Fe atoms will be ionized to only a few remaining electrons. However, 
the ability to produce a Ka photon as a result of K-shell photoionization disappears only 
when the Fe is completely stripped. From Saha equilibrium, we find that most of the 
photosphere is dominated by He-like Fe XXV for m :5 0.1, but a mix of He-like, H-like, and 
fully stripped Fe exists for m ~ 0.3. 
The K-edge threshold varies slowly with ionization state, but for most stages is slightly 
above 7 keY (Kallman et al. 2004). At photon energies much above this threshold, the 
photoionization cross section decreases sharply with energy. In Figure 15 we show the radial 
profile of the absorbed K-edge photon flux, defined as the incident photon number flux in 
the 7-30 ke V band times the f~action of the disk that is optically thick at that radius2 . For 
comparison, for m = 0.1, we also show (dashed line) the number flux of seed photons emitted 
from the disk Fern with energy greater than ~ 3 keY, i.e. , those most likely to get up-scattered 
to > 7 ke V. Note that this plot of the outgoing flux is normalized for comparison purposes. 
In the outer regions of the disk, the absorbed K-edge flux profile is similar in shape to 
the emitted flux of photons above .3 keY. However, in the plunging region the disk becomes 
09tically thin when m < 0.1 (see Table 1), suppressing the absorption there. For m ~ 0.1 , 
the optically thick disk extends all the way to the horizon, and the shape of the absorbed 
flux profile is essentially independent of accretion rate. Even as the disk emission falls off 
with smaller radius, the illumination profile continues to rise as F Fe ~ r-a , with a '" 3/2, 
indicative of the increasing importance of coronal flux in the inner disk. 
We see no evidence for a steepening of the radial illumination profile with decreasing 
radius, as suggested by some AGN observations (Fabian et al. 1989) and predicted by "lamp 
post" models (Dabrowski & Lasenby 2001; Wilkins & Fabian 2011) , in which the hard flux 
comes from a concentrated region along the black hole axis. This is not very surprising, 
considering the density and luminosity maps in Figures 2 and 4, which show an evacuated 
funnel around () = 0, essentially the opposite of the lamp post geometry. Indeed, a stationary 
point source on the rotation axis seems rather unlikely dynamically: a centrifugal barrier 
prevents much matter from approaching close to the axis, and any matter with littie enough 
2The reflection edge of the disk is not a sharp boundary; at a given radius, the optical depth as a function 
of azimuth and time can change by a factor of a few. 
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Fig. 15.- Absorbed iron K-edge photon flux in the local fluid frame, assuming a uniform 
ionization state. For lower luminosities, the disk becomes optically thin outside the horizon, 
leading to a clear turnover and cutoff of K-shell excitation in the plunging region. Also shown 
(dashed line) is the outgoing seed photon flux Fem(E > 3 keY) for m = 0.1, normalized to 
appear on the same axes. 
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angular momentum to enter that region must either fall rapidly into the black hole or be 
ejected; in both cases, there would be strong beaming of any photons emitted in the direction 
of travel. 
As mentioned above, the line profile is also sensitiye to the iron ionization state as a 
function of radius. Even if the surface density of the disk remains large inside of the 1SCO, 
a line can be produced only if the iron is not fully ionized (Reynolds & Begelman 1997). 
Since we know the vertical density profile as well as the incident spectrum at each point 
in the disk, it should be possible to completely solye the ionization balance equations as in 
Garcia & Kallman (2011) and Garcia et al. (2011). Such a detailed treatment is beyond the 
scope of the present work, but we can substitute reasonable approximations to obtain useful 
first-order results. 
When a photon packet hits the disk photosphere, some part is absorbed by the iron 
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atoms, while the remainder is reflected by electron scattering (other processes, such as free-
free absorption in the disk, are insignificant). For a single photon incident on the disk, the 
probability of absorbing the photon in Fe K-shell photoionization is 
PtE) = N,catK.K,,(E) (13) 
NscatK.Ka(E) + K.T ' 
where K.Ka and K.T are the Fe Ka and Thomson scattering opacities. Nsc., is the median 
nl1mber of scat tering events a photon experiences before emerging from the atmosphere. 
Thus, the typical photon gets N,cat chances to excite a Ka transition before exiting the disk, 
thereby enhancing the yield on the line production (Kallman et al. 2004). For accretion disks 
with roughly solar abundances, we take 
K.K,,(E < 7 keY) 0 
( 
E )-3 
K.K,,(E> 7 keY) - K/[' 7 keY (14) 
and from Monte Carlo scat tering experiments, we find an angle-averaged yalue of N sc., = 3. 
This crude approximation to the K-shell opacity is appropriate provided most Fe atoms retain 
at least one electron; when most Fe atoms are stripped, K,K" is smaller than our estimate by 
the ratio of FeXXVI ions to the total. .of all the photons absorbed by iron in the disk, only 
a fraction fKe. produce a fluorescent line, while the excitation energy deposited by the rest 
is lost to Auger transitions, or, in the case of H-like and He-like Fe, more energetic K series 
recombination lines (Kallman et al. 2004). In Pandurata's current form, the energy absorbed 
by K-edge opacity is simply removed from the spectrum during the I\lonte Carlo solution, 
while the energy in Ka emission is added back later. The fluorescence yield fK" depends on 
ionization state (Krolik & Kallman 1987), growing slowly from ~ 0.34 to ~ 0.5 from FeI to 
FeXXII. At higher ionization stages, it can be as little as 0.11 (FeXXIII) , but is generally 
larger (0.5- 0.75). For all the results presented below, we take tKo. = 0.5 , corresponding to a 
highly ionized state. 
For a photon packet incident on the disk with initial spectral intensity Iv,o [units of 
erg/ s/Hz], the number of Fe Ka photons produced per second will be 
N K " = tKo. J dvP(hv) ~: . (15) 
IE our simplified model, all. of these photons are added back to the photon packet as a delta 
function in energy at E = 6.4 keV3 . Including absorption, the outgoing spectrum can be 
3The threshold and emission energies are taken from neutral iron, which is technically more appropriate 
for AGN applications. For the highly ionized Fe expected ill galactic black hole sources, the lines ,,:ill be 
emiited at slightly higher energies, up to 6.9 keV for FeXXVl. 
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written 
[v,out = [v,o[l - P(hv)j + NKaO(hv - 6.4 keY) . (6.4 keV), (16) 
where both [v out and [v 0 are measured in the local frame of the disk. , , 
This outgoing photon packet then propagates towards the observer, getting up-scattered 
by coronal electrons, possibly returning to the disk, or captured by the black hole. The Fe 
Ka emission line and absorption edge are both broadened by relativistic effects as well as 
the IC scattering. To show the magnitude and shape of these spectral features, in Figure 16 
we plot (black curve) the ratio of the total observed spectrum to what would be observed 
if no absorption or emission were included in the calculation. We also show the absorption 
and emission contributions separately with the red and blue curves, respecti\·ely. 
Fig. 16.- Iron line absorption and emission features as measured by an observer at infinity, 
including all relativistic effects , for m = 0.1 and i = 45°. The curves show the ratio of the 
observed flux to that which would be observed v:ithout line physics included. The red curve 
shows only the absorption edge, the blue curve shows only the emission line, and the black 
curve shows the combination of absorption and emission. Above 10 keY, the sharp spectral 
features are due to Monte Carlo noise. 
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When plotted as a ratio to the hypothetical no-line spectrum, the absorption appears 
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to dominate o,-er the emission_ Two facts account for this effect. First, fKa = 0.5 means 
that twice as many photons get absorbed as emitted. Second, although in the rest-frame 
only photons with energy > 7 ke V can be absorbed and all line photons haye energy exactly 
6.4 keY, relativistic broadening can shift part of the absorption feature downward in energy 
and part of the emission line upward. Where they overlap, there is substantial cancellation. 
Bluewards of the point where they exactly cancel, the spectrum shows a sharp absorption 
feature that looks like 1 - PtE). Of course, the line ratios in Figure 16 could never be 
directly observed, since they require knowledge of some hypothetical spectrum that conve-
niently ignores fluorescent line physics, but they do provide valuable insight into the physical 
processes at work here. 
In practice, we observe spectra like those shown in Figure 12 and then at tempt to infer 
the shape of the emission line by fitting the continuum with phenomenological models, an 
approach that can introduce serious systematic errors (e.g., l\Iiller (2007) and references 
therein) . The great advantage of this global radiation transport calculation is that we can 
simultaneously fit the entire spectrum with a single model based on physical parameters-black 
hole mass, spin, and accretion rate, Fe abundance, and observer inclination angle, obviating 
the historical reliance on more phenomenological models. Ultimately, we hope to apply our 
global radiation transport techniques to a large body of MHD simulations, resulting in a 
comprehensive suite of tabulated, self-consistent spect ra that can be incorporated into a 
standard X-ray spectra analysis package like XSPEC (Arnaud 1996). As mentioned above, 
more detailed ionization physics will be required before Pandurata can be used to fit real iron 
line data with high precision. Nonetheless, in the meantime we can still use the simulated 
spectra to gain important insights into the behavior of the inner accretion flow. 
In Figure 17 we plot the shape of the iroti line (ratio of "emission only" to "no' line 
physics") for a range of observer inclination angles for m = 0.01 (the thinner disk highlights 
the relativistic effects). For these lines, we find equivalent widths of"" 200-350 eV, consistent 
with observations of stellar-mass black holes as well as AGN (Miller et al. 2004, 2006a; Walton 
et al. 2012). The basic shapes of the lines also agree closely with the thin-disk calculations 
well-known in the literature for over two decades (e.g. , Laor (1991)). 
One import ant difference that is not often discussed is the high-energy tail clearly seen 
at all inclinations (Petrucci et al. 2001). This is due to Ie scattering in the corona, the very 
process that generates the ionizing flux in the first place. Since the coronal scattering is 
nearly isotropic, the amplitude of the emission line above ~ 8 keY is independent of viewer 
inclination. At the same time, the optical depth from the disk directl~- to a distant observer 
increases with inclination angle, thereby reducing the total number of line photons that 
don't get up-scattered, as can be seen by comparing the integrated line flux below 8 keY. 
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The diminished contrast between line and continuum associated with high inclination angles 
may make it systematicaily more difficult to detect Ka lines from those directions. 
Fig. 17.- Iron line profile as a function of observer inclination, for rh = 0.01. Only the 
emission contribution is shown. The extended blue tail above 8 ke V is due to inverse-
Compton scattering of the line photons in the corona. 
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One of the most important potential applications of the iron line is to use it as a probe 
of where (or if) the disk truncates. If there is a truncation radius, and this radius can be 
quantitatively related to the ISCO, measurement of the truncation radius could lead to a 
measurement of the black hole ~pin. Indeed, many have attempted to measure spin assuming 
that such a sharp truncation takes place exactly at the ISCO (a sampling of these efforts 
may be found in Martocchia et al. (2002); Miller et al. (2002); Duro et aI. (2011); Reis et a\. 
(2011 , 2012) ; Fabian et a\. (2012)). Even for the single spin value (aiM = 0) simulated in 
ThinHR, we have shown in Table 1 and Figure 15 that the reflection edge of the disk can be 
adjusted by modifying rh. Therefore we might reasonably expect very different line profiles 
for rh = 0.01, 0.03, and 0.1. corresponding to average reflection edge radii RreftlM = 6.1, 
4.4, and 2.1, respectively. Gravitational redshift is especially strong in the plunging region, 
so sizable contrasts in the red portion of the profile might be expected. A sample of line 
profiles is shown in Figure 18 for a range of rh, holding the observer inclination constant at 
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i = 30°. Remarkably. these lines show essentially no variation with RreH , especially in the 
. . 
red wing below 6 keY. 
Fig. 18.- Iron line profile as a function of luminosity, for observer inclination i = 30°. The 
red wings of the lines are remarkably similar, despite differences in R,.efi and illumination 
profiles. 
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The only differences evident are the height of the peak and the amplitude of the Ie tail. 
Both of these features may be attributed to the different effective geometries, as the higher 
luminosity cases have a greater scale height for the disk and corona, somewhat increasing 
the optical depth through which a line photon must pass before reaching the observer. In 
the limit where the obsen'er inclination angle is the same as the disk opening angle, the 
optical depth through a sandwich-type corona becomes infinite, and.it becomes harder for 
line photons to escape directly to the obsen'er without scattering. This .finite-opening-angle 
effect also explains the different shape of the line for rh = 1.0. With a photospheric aspect 
ratio Hpho./r "" 0.5, its configuration can hardly be called a thin disk. In that case, an 
observer at 30° would actuallr be sampiing a range of effective inclinations between 0° and 
61)°, and thus the total integrated line looks like a combination of these different viev:ing 
angles. 
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This lack of sensitivity to the inner disk location is due to the fact that gas inside of the 
ISCO is already plunging rapidly to"l':ards the horizon. Uost of the line photons produced 
in the plunging region get beamed into the black hole, never reaching a distant observer. 
Similar results were seen for thermal emission from the plunging region in Zhu et a!. (2012). 
As a test of this effect, we compared t he total flux that eventually reached infinity with that 
which was captured by the horizon as a function of the radius of the initial seed photons. For 
rh. = 0.1, 40% of the seed photons emitted from r = 5M got captured b~' the BH, a fraction 
that climbs to 95% at ,. = 3M. As can be seen in Figure 13, ;S 1% of the total flux around 6 
keY comes from inside of 6M, regardless of where the disk reflection edge is. In future work 
making use of Harm3d simulations for a ra:lge of spin parameters, we will explore whether 
the emergent profiles ha\-e sufficiently strong dependence on spin that this diagnostic can be 
successfully used. 
6. BULK COMPTONIZATION 
In addition to the thermal IC processes described above, the corona can also transfer 
energy to the seed photons through "bulk Comptonization" when the fluid velocit), of the 
corona is large relative to the disk. Some authors ha\-e used this process to explain the hard 
tail seen in some thermal state observations (Zhu et al. 2012), or the steep power-law state 
v.-hen the bulk flow is convergent (Titarchuk & Shrader 2002; ThroJla et a!. 2002) or turbulent 
(Socrates et al. 2004; Socrates 2010). To quantify this effect in the Harm3d simulations, we 
simply set the electron temperature everywhere in the corona to zero while maintaining the 
turbulent motion above the disk and the convergent flow in t he plunging region. 
As before, we calculate the total Compton power in earn fluid element by subtracting 
the energy in the incoming photon packet (as measured at infinity) from that of the outgoing 
ray. For an electron at rest, the photon will always transfer energy to the electron, giving 
negative IC power (hence the distinction between Compton scattering and inverse Compton 
scattering)_ In Figure 19 we plot the bulk coronal power in terms of dL/d(logr) , normalized 
by the total disk luminosity, for a range of accretion states. The y-axis is logarithmic and 
signed, so we set 10-4 = 0 = -10-4 for improved visualization. Where dL/d(logr) > 0, 
the bulk velocity of the gas transfers energy to the radiation field. Where dL/d(1ogr) < 0, 
the typical energy of a seed photon is greater than the bulk kinetic energy of the coronal 
electrons, and the radiation field loses energy to the corona. 
Three conclusions may be drawn from Figure 19: (1) bulk Comptonization plays a very 
minor role in the overall energetics of thin accretion disks; (2) bulk Comptonization is most 
significant for high accretion rates; and (3) for all values of rh, dL/dr > 0 in the inner regions 
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Fig. 19.- Net Compton power dL/d(logr) in the corona when Te = 0, normalized to the 
total seed luminosity from the thermal disk. Note the unusual labeling of the y-axis, with 
lcgarithmic scaling above and below 0 = ±10-4 • 
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and dL / dr < 0 in the outer disk. The explanations of these effects are straightforward: (1) 
tl:rbulent velocities in the corona are simply not very large. In the plunging region, there 
are either not enough seeds (low m) or the optical depth is h;gh (large m), so the seeds 
are advected into the black hole without being able to sample a wide range of converging 
velocities. Not surprisingl~', the observed spectra for the bulk Comptonization runs are nearly 
indistinguishable from pure thermal disks. (2) Large m corresponds to large Hphot/r, and we 
find that the turbulent velocities generally increase with scale height above the disk, so higher 
luminosity systems are sampling more turbulent regions of the corona. (3) For disks with 
constant Hphot/r, turbulent velocity should scale like the orbital velocity 'Ilbulk ~ Vorb ~ r- 1j2 , 
so the turbulent kinetic energy scales like r-1. The seed photon energy, on the other hand, 
scales like r-3j4 in 'the outer disk, and actually begins to decrease in the inner region as the 
disk becomes optically thin. 
In Figure 20 we show the average kinetic energy in the corona as a function of radius 
(solid curves) , along with the seed photon energy (dashed curves). Here, the specific kinetic 
energy is defined as 1/ 2a;(r), where o-v(r) is the variance of the 3-velocity ui , sampled over 
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an </>, t , and optical depth T = 0.1 - 1 at each radius. Outside of r "" 10M, the photon 
energy is higher, and thus t ransfers energy into the corona, giving dL/ dr < O. Note that , 
for m = 0.01, the nearly laminar flow at the midplane is considered part of the corona, not 
the disk, thus explaining the turnover in turbulent kinetic energy inside of ~ 4M. 
Fig. 20.- Seed photon energy (dashed curves) and specific turbulent kinetic energr of the 
fluid in the corona (solid cun-es) for L/ LEdd = 0.01 , 0.1 , 1.0. 
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7. X-RAY VARIABILITY 
1.0 
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Up to this point, all the discussion in this paper has focused on steady-state behavior 
of the simulated spectra. As mentioned in section 2, the results are based on snapshots 
of the ThinHR simulation spaced every 500M between 10000M and 15000M, roughly the 
period of inflow equilibrium. With these 11 snapshots, we are also able to carry out some 
vary coarse timing analysis. Figure 21 shows simulated light curves in four different energy 
bands, for m = 0.1 and observer inclination i = 60°. Over the period shown, the bolometric 
luminosity of the simulation changes by about 20%, quite typical of globall\lHD simulations. 
To focus on the intrinsic variability, we have normalized all light curves by a single linear 
trend over this period. In Figure 21, each individual light curve has also been normalized 
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by its mean value, to show the relative amplitude of fluctuations. 
Fig. 21.- X-ray light curves for L/ LEdd = 0.1 and viewer inclination of i = 60°, taken from 
simulation snapshots sampled every 500Jlf in time during the period of inflov: equilibrium. 
In each energy band, the light curve is normalized to the mean flux in that band, and divided 
bv the linear trend of the bolometric flux. 
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In Table 3 we list the Rl\IS variation in the flux in different energy bands for different 
,-alues of m, again normalized by the linear trend in the bolometric luminosity. At low 
energies, corresponding to the thermal peak, we see a clear anti-correlation between accre-
tion rate and variability, due to the fac, that at low m, the inner disk is moving in and 
out, changing the thermal seed flux. The low variability of the case with m = 1.0 further 
strengthens its classification in the thermal state (Remillard & l\1cClintock 2006). 
Our findings show an opposite trend in variability with m than found in Noble & Krolik 
(2009). They measured the bolometric flux from dissipation in the coronae only. Since they 
neglected the seed flux from the" thick disk and ignored all IC scattering/ heating physics 
in the corona, their primary source of variability was entirely from the intrinsic dynamic 
variability of coronal turbulence and dissipation. Thus their trend with m suggests more 
inherent fluctuations higher above the disk consistent with increased turbulent velocities , 
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as shown above in Figure 20. 
At all m, there is a clear increase in variability with photon energy, as seen in observa-
tions of the steep power-law state of some black holes (Cui et al. 1999). This could result if 
the high-energy flux comes from a power law with variable index, where the power-law tail 
"pivots" around the thermal peak like a see-saw. Howewr, it is equally clear that the light 
curves in the different bands are not tightly correlated, as would be expected if the Yari-
ability were strictly due to global coronal properties like the Compton y-parameter. That 
lack of correlation indicates that the dependence of variability on photon energy is due to 
fluctuations that are independent in regions of different temperature, as well as stronger in 
regions of higher temperature. Such a situation is a natural result of variability in local 
heating. 
Table 3: RMS variability in different energy bands as a function of luminosity, for an observer 
at i = 60°. To remove the secular trend, the light curves in each energy band haye been 
normalized by diyiding out a linear fit to the bolometric luminosity. 
L/LEdd 0.1-3 keY (%) 3-10 keY (%) 10-30 keY (%) > 30 keY (%) 
0.01 15 24 35 54 
0.03 14 26 40 56 
0.1 12 24 32 58 
0.3 8.4 21 26 54 
1.0 6.8 19 28 51 
To get a better estimate ' of the local coronal effects on the light curves, we have also 
calculated phase-dependent light curves by calculating the flux seen by observers at different 
azimuths. The variability as a function of obsen'er <P is a proxy for continuum fluctuations 
at high frequencies, comparable to the orbital frequency, where variability is often quite 
strong in the hard and steep power-law states (Remillard & McClintock 2006). To estimate 
the amplitude of these modulations, we construct many short light curves, one for each 
snapshot and inclination angle, and calculate the fractional mlS amplitude for each light 
curve. We then ayerage over all these snapshots, plotting the mean mrs (along with 10' 
error bars) in Figure 22 as a function of observer inclination for a range of energy bands. 
This procedure is roughly equivalent to measuring the 'l1riance in the obseryed light curves 
over a narrow frequency band corresponding to the orbital frequencies of the parts of the 
disk that contribute the most power. In order to resolve the high-energy fluctuations, we use 
a particularly large number of Monte Carlo photon packets, roughly 109 rays per snapshot. 
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The fractional mrs amplitude rises steadily with inclination, consistent with a non-
axisymmetric source because relativistic beaming in the orbital direction is greatest for 
edge-on observers. In contrast, the variability created by global axi-svmmetric modes is 
greatest for face-on observers (Schnittman & Rezzolla 2006). Similarly, Noble & Krolik 
(2009) did not find a strong correlation of fractional variability with inclination, likely due 
t ·) the fact that they used an optically thin ray-tracing procedure, neglecting any coronal 
scattering. 
The fact that the mrs amplitude increases with energy-as seen in observations (Remil-
lard & McClintock 2006)- suggests that the variability is coming from the corona and not 
from the disk. Any fluctuations in the seed photons would be smoothed out when propar 
gating through a uniform corona, just as pulses from a lighthouse are dispersed in fog, and 
would give lower ,'ariability at high energy because larger numbers of scatterings are required 
for the seeds to reach high energy (Schn.ittman 2005). Combined, these results are highly 
suggestive of a coronal hot-spot model for high-frequency X-ray variability in BH binaries. 
Fig. 22.- Fractional RMS amplitude (%) for azimuthal variations in the observed flux for 
m = 0.1 , as a function of viewer inclination and photon energy. The color code is the same 
as in Figure 21. The error bars correspond to the la range of RMS yalues calculated for 
each snapshot in time. 
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8. COMPARISON WITH CLASSICAL DISK THEORY 
The spectral states of galactic black hole binaries are roughly correlated with their 
b~lometric luminosities in t he sense that low luminosity states generally have hard spectra, 
while higher luminosities permit a broader range of spectral states but ex: ibit a preference 
for softer states (Fender et al. 2004; Remillard & I\IcClintock 2006). Our model is able to 
reproduce this observed correlation, yet does so in a fashion that differs in several respects 
from classical disk theory. In our model, increased accretion rate leads to a proportionately 
l&.rger surface density, but leaves the scale height unchanged. The systematic shift in spectral 
shape with accretion rate is due to a change in how the corona and the thermal disk share 
the dissipation: as the accretion rate increases, the photosphere moves to larger multiples of 
H, so that more of the dissipation occurs within the thermal disk. By contrast, in classical 
disk theory. both I: and H are functions of accretion rate (Shakura 1<£ Sunyaev 1973). As we 
will show in a moment, most of our parameter space lies in the radiation-dominated regime, 
in which I: ()( m -I and H ()( m. I\!oreover, for the accretion rates we consider. classical disk 
t h!'ory assumes t hat all the dissipation takes place inside the disk, leaving no room for a 
corona at all, and identifies the photosphere precisely with H. These contrasts raise two 
questions: Is there any m at which our model and classical theory overlap? And should the 
trends with m predicted by the single-simulation model presented here be expected to carr~' 
o','er to global MHD simulations with different values of H, corresponding to different values 
ofm? 
As shown in Figure 13, most of the light is produced in the range r ::: 6- 30M for all 
the accretion rates we studied. Our account of the predictions of conventional disk theorv 
therefore centers on that range. According to this theory, radiation pressure exceeds gas 
pressure inside disks when the accretion rate is greater than 
(17) 
where Ciss is the usual ratio of verticallv-integrated fiuid-frame stress to vert ically-integrated 
pressure , RR ' ::; 1 is a function of radius that adjusts the vertically-integrated fiuid-frame 
dissipation rate for both the net angular momentum flux through the disk and relativistic 
corrections, RT ::: RR is a similar correction factor applied to the vertically-int egrated fluid-
frame stress, and Rz (usually slightly greater than unity) introduces relativistic corrections 
into the vertical component of gravity (notation as in Krolik 1999) . Because RR increases 
outward in this range of radii , m,.g rises only gradually with radius. Thill', almost all the 
span of accretion rates we consider falls into the radiation-dominated regime. 
Conventional analytic disk theory estimates disk thickness in the radiation-dominated 
limit by supposing that radiation provides all the disk's support against the vertical compo-
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nent of gravity and that all dissipated energy is conveyed outward by radiation flux (Shakura 
& Sunyaev 1973; Novikov & Thorne 1973). This pair of assumptions combined with the con-
dition of hydrostatic equilibrium leads to the conclusion that all of the dissip~tion within 
the disk must be accomplished within a distance 
Hr = (3/2)(in/ TJ) (Gc~) ~: (18) 
of the disk midplane. Thus, for radiation-dominated disks, scale height and accretion rate 
are directly proportional, and one can be used as a proxy for the other. Conventional theory 
also assumes that the density is constant for Izl ~ Hr and zero outside Hr (Shakura & 
Sunyae\, 1973) . Because this theor~- has no explicit place for coronae, it is unclear what 
luminosity it predicts for them, but presumably any corona begins outside Hr. 
Detailed stratified shearing box simulations of radiation-dominated disk segments (Hi-
rose et al. 2009a; Blaes, Hirose & Krolik 2011) have shown that Hr does give an order of 
magnitude estimator of the vertical scale height of such disks, but, unsurprisingly, the density 
distribution is crudely exponential. Because both gas and magnetic pressure can contribute 
to vertical support and some vertical energy transport is by radiation advection rather than 
diffusive flux , these simulations also find that the dissipation profile is more extended than 
indicated by com'entional analytic theory. In particular, only about half the dissipation takes 
place within a distance Hr of the midplane, and 90% of the dissipation is accomplished inside 
:::e 2Hr . The photosphere is generally found at 3- 4Hr . These simulations were conducted 
with surface densities ~ lOc 105 gm cm-2 , a range relevant to the larger radius and smaller 
accretion rate portion of our parameter space, so the specific numbers quoted might require 
adjustment for smaller radii and larger accretion rates. 
The parallel set of facts about our simulated disk is that its density scale height is 
always H ~ 0.06r, but the height of its photosphere is a multiple of H that increases with 
m, ranging from ~ 2 to ~ 9 as in increases from 0.01 to 1.0 (see Table 1). This is, of course, 
whv the corona's share of the luminosity decreases with increasing in in our model. 
Having placed the two pictures side-by-side, we can now locate the parameters for which 
t hey resemble each other. Because Hr ex RR and RR scales with r somewhat more slowly 
than linearly for Schwarzschild spacetimes between r = 10M and r = 30M, while the 
simulation has H ex r, it is possible to match the simulation photosphere to the photosphere 
predicted by classical disk theory across this range of radii. We find approximate agreement 
v.·hen in ~ 0.2. 
We now turn to the question of what to expect from simulations with different H(r) , 
representing other values of in. Because the central issue is the relative share of dissipation 
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taking place inside and outside the photosphere, this question can be posed in terms of how 
the two ratios Hphot! H and H m•g / H (here Hmag is the magnetic scale height) depend on 
accretion rate. If. as in our single-simulation model, the former increases more rapidlv \\'ith 
m than the latter, our predictions will be (at least qualitatively) yindicated; if not, the.v will 
need revision. 
9. DISCUSSION 
Using the new radiation transport code Pandurata, we haye analyzed data from a high-
Bsolution, 3D l\IHD simulation of accretion onto a 8chwarzsc.hild black hole. Because the 
l\IHD code Harm3d is energy conserving, we are able to emplor a cooling function that tracks 
tile local dissipation of energy throughout the simulation volume. By combining the results 
from Pandurata and Harm3d, we have for the first time been able to produce a global, self-
consistent sclutioh for the radiation field around an accreting black hole, and predicted-on 
the basis of real physics- the coronal luminosity. The major results from this work can be 
summarized as follows: 
1. For different values of the Eddington-normalized accretion rate m, the location of 
the photosphere changes, in turn var.ving the fraction of radiative power in the disk 
(thermal) and the corona (inverse Compton). The coronal temperature ranges from 
about 10 keY near the disk surface up to ~ 100-300 keY in the upper, low-density 
corona. Independent of black hole mass, the corona temperature scales inversely with 
accretion rate: Te ~ m- I at temperatures well below mer? /kB and Te ~ m-1/ 2 in the 
relativistic regime. 
2. By varying m from 0.01 to 1, we naturally reproduce X-ray spectra consistent with 
those observed in the hard, steep power-law, and thermal states of galactic black hole 
binaries. The spectra are characterized by a thermal peak around 1 ke V and a high-
energy power-law tail extending above 100 keY. In most cases there is evidence for a 
Compton reflection hump between 30 keY and 100 keY. 
3. The Fe Ka illumination profile of the disk follows the classical r- 3 scaling at large 
radius, then flattens to r - 3/ 2 in the inner disk. At lower "alues of m, the disk begins 
to disappear inside the 18CO, and the line production is correspondingl~' reduced. 
The iron line profiles consist of both an absorption edge abO\'e 7 keY, and a broad 
emission line around 6.4 ke V with a strong red-shifted tail. The shape of the line is 
dependent on observer inclination, and in all cases has a significant tail aboye 8 keY 
due to up-scattering of the line photons in the corona. 
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The observed iron line profile appears to be only weakly dependent on accretion rate 
or the location of the disk inner edge, as most photons generated in the plunging 
region never reach the observer. Thus iron lines may in fact be better at measuring 
the location of the ISCO than the disk's reflection edge. 
4. Bulk Comptonization plays a very minor role in the photon energetics, typically ;S 1% 
of the total seed luminosity. In the outer region of the disk (r :2: 10M) , the thermal 
seed photons carrr more energy than the bulk kinetic energy in the coronal electrons. 
5. We have carried out some init ial timing analysis of the simulated X-ray spectra, and 
find a number of trends that are consistent with observations: the fractional R!\rS 
amplitude increases with decreasing luminosity, and for all accretion rates, the RI\IS 
amplitude increases with photon energy. On short time scales, the variability increases 
with observer inclination and photon energy, as expected for a coronal hot-spot model 
of X-ray variability. 
Although the progress made to date has been significant, this work is just the tip of 
the iceberg. \Ve are currently in the process of analyzing neV\' Har:n3d simulations, carried 
out with resolution comparable to that of ThinHR, for a wide range of black hole spin 
parameters. This will allow us to explore both potential dependence of the disk/corona 
continuum spectrum on spin and greatly improve our understanding of the iron line as a 
probe of black hole spin, disk dynamics near the ISCO, and the nature of the plunging 
region. New simulations with high spin will also allow us to probe the properties of the 
relativistic jet , frequently seen in observations of the hard state, and most clearly present in 
simulations of spinning black holes (McKinney & Gammie 2004; Hawley & Krolik 2006). 
In other future work, simulations of disks with different H(r)' profiles will expand the 
applicability of our models to a wider range of X-ray states and accretion rates. We will 
explore what parameters other than m and H(r) determine the state of a given black hole. 
Improving the physics of the fluorescent line, including ionization balance and more detailed 
excitation cross sections (Garcia & Kallman 2011; Garcia et al. 2011) will make predic-
tions of its strength and profile more reliable. Including the energy lost to photoionization 
and Compton recoil in the disk surface will also permit a better treatment of hard X-ray 
reprocessing and that energy's reemergence in disk continuum, processes relevant to AGN. 
We also plan on extending our preliminary variability anah-sis to the entire set of simu-
lation data within ThinHR's statistically steady epoch. (over 5000 snapshots in time) , alloV\'-
ing for a more detailed study of high-frequency fluctuations and the possible identification 
of quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) , sometimes seen in galactic black holes in the steep 
power-law state (Remillard & ~IcClintock 2006). In addition to QPOs, we should be able to 
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characterize time lags between different energy bands as a function of frequency, and com-
pare with a large body of observational results (e.g., ~owak et al. (1999)). These lags appear 
to scale like the light-crossing time for fluctuations in the thermal seed flux to propagate 
through the corona, and thus could be a powerful probe of the coronal geometry (Uttley et 
al. 2011). We can also investigate the effects of finite light-travel time through the simulation 
volume, which was found to suppress vaxiability in Noble & Krolik (2009) . 
Pandurata was originally developed to study X-ray polaxization (Schnittman & Krolik 
2009, 2010), so that information comes along for free with all the calculations described 
in this paper. As techniques for high-sensitivity X-ray polarimetry continue to improve 
(Black et al. 2010), polarization predictions will become observationall~' testable; it will be 
interesting to compare predictions made from MHD simulations with the toy coronal models 
presented in Schnittman & Krolik (2010). Because our analysis includes broad-band spectra, 
line profiles, timing, and polarization information in a single self-consistent calculation, it is 
the ideal tool for integrating these complementary techniques for measuring black hole spin 
and probing the physical properties of the accretion flow. 
Despite the remarkable progress we have made in bridging the gap between simulation 
and observation, there still exist numerous challenges and caveats. The state-of-the-art MHD 
simulations still do not include adequate thermodynamics or internal radiation transport cou-
pled directly with the flilld dynarillcs. While much progress has been made in shearing-box 
simulations (Hirose et al. 2006, 2009a), there remain serious conceptual and computational 
obstacles to incorporating these advances into global simulations. The ray-tracing tools de-
scribed here are also lacking in certain regards. Because of the photon-packet methodology 
used in Pandurata, we have been forced to use energy-independent scattering cross sections, 
which certainly breaks down at high photon energy. Similarly, the angular distribution of 
Fe Ka lines emerging from the disk is assumed to be identical with the angular distribution 
of photons in the same packet reflected by Compton scattering as given by Chandrasekhar 
(1960). These shortcomings can be imprO\"€d with relatively little effort, but at a cost to 
computational efficiency. 
Without a doubt , the most important next step is the direct comparison of our Pandurata 
s;Jectra with real X-ray data. To this end, we are fortunately blessed with a mass ofaxchival 
data from RXTE, Chandm, XMM-Newton, and Suzaku with which to test our spectral mod-
els and improve upon earlier phenomenological analysis methods. 
We would like to thank C. Done, A. Fabian, T. Kallman, and C. Reynolds for helpful 
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